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ALTERNATING PROCEDURES
IN UNIFORMLY SMOOTH BANACH SPACES

I. ASSANI

(Communicated by John B. Conway)

ABSTRACT. Let E be a uniformly smooth Banach space and C the set of real

continuous strictly increasing functions p. on R+ such that /¿(0) = 0. At each

p we can associate a unique duality map Jß:E —► E* such that {J^x,x) =

\\Jßx\\-\\x\\ and ||J/iX|| = /i(||x||). We prove in this note that if Tn is a sequence

of linear contractions on E the sequence T^T^ • • • T* JpTn ■ ■ ■ T^T\x converges

strongly in E* norm for all i in E. In particular if E* is also uniformly smooth

then for any p. and v in C the sequence J* T* Tj* • • • T* J^Tn ■ ■ • Ti x converges

in E norm. This generalizes a result of M. Akcoglu and L. Sucheston [1].

Introduction. Let E be a uniformly smooth Banach space, i.e., limt_o((||a; +

th\\ — ||x||)/i) exists uniformly in x, (x ^ 0) and h. It is known that the dual E*

of E is then uniformly convex.

So for £ > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that if ||x + y[[ > 2 — 6, ||x|| < 1, and

\\\y[\ < 1, then ||x — y\[ < e (x,y G E*). We denote by C the set of real strictly

increasing continuous functions verifying p(0) = 0 defined on [0,+oo[. The space

E being smooth, there exists a unique duality map JM for any p G C, Jß:E —» E*

satisfying the following conditions

(i) for any x in E, (Jßx,x) = \\Jßx\\ ■ \\x\\;

(ii) for any x in E, ||J„x|| = p(||x||).

If E is uniformly smooth then Jß is uniformly continuous on the bounded sets of E

(for the norm topology) to E* (with the norm topology). (For a reference on these

notions see [4]).

In [5] G. C. Rota introduced the following procedure for L1 and L°° positive

contractions. He considered the products T^T2 ■ ■ ■ T*Tn ■ ■ • Ti. We showed in [2]

the norm convergence of such products when the operators T¿ are linear contractions

on a Hubert space. When the Banach space E is not a Hubert space, T and T* do

not act on the same space. It seems then necessary to introduce a duality map J^

in order to use the product TfT2 ■ ■ ■ T*.

Our first result is the norm convergence of the products TfT2 ■ -T^J^TnTn-i

■ • ■ Tix in E* norm for any duality map and any sequence T¿ of linear contractions

in the uniformly smooth Banach space E. Using the fact (see [4]) that there exists

an equivalent norm on E* for which E* is uniformly smooth, we can define J* a

duality map on E* for any v in C. We prove then the norm convergence in E norm

of the products J*T{T2 ■ ■ ■ T'J^Tn • ■ ■ Tix for any x in E. This extends the result

of M. Akcoglu and L. Sucheston [1] proved in Lp and for particular duality maps.
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As far as the author knows Rota's pointwise theorem has only been proved for

positive operators even if we know in the nonpositive case of L1, L°° contractions

that we have a dominated estimate in Lp (1 < p < oo) or LLogL (by considering

the linear modulus of each operator). In [3] we study the pointwise convergence for

nonpositive operators.

THEOREM l. Let E be a uniformly smooth Banach space and Tn a sequence of

(linear) contractions on E. For any duality map J^ and any x in E the sequence

Sn(x) = T* • • • T^JpTn ■ ■ ■ Tix converges in E* norm.

PROOF. We will use the notations and properties quoted in the introduction.

We will prove that Sn(x) is a Cauchy sequence. We can assume that p(||x||) < 1.

It is easy to see that the sequence ||Tn ■ • Tix|| is decreasing so for any e' > 0

there exists n0 such that for n > no(e')

[\Tno---Tix\\-\[Tn---Tno---Tix[\<e'.

Let us denote g = T„0 • • • Tix and Un —Tn- ■ ■ Tno+i and fix e > 0.

We remark that

(a) p being strictly increasing continuous and satisfying p(0) = 0, there is Ai

such that A < Ai implies p(A) < e/2.

(b) E* being uniformly convex there exists 8 > 0 such that ||x + y|| > 2 — 6

implies ||x - y\\ < e for ||x|| < 1, \\y\[ < 1. We note 8' = 1 - v^l - 8.
(c) p is uniformly continuous on p_1([0,1]). So there exists 8" such that |a—ß\ <

6" implies |p(a) - p(ß)\ < <5'p(A,).

Let us take e' = M'm(Xi,8',8").   We claim that [[J^g - U*J^UngW < e.   We
distinguish two cases,

(i) If ||f7|| < Ax then

\\Jßg - U:JßUng\\ < \\J„g\\ + \\U*JßUng\\

<p(\\g[\) + p(\\Un9[\)

<2p(\[g\\)<2p(Xi)<e.

(ii) If Uffll > Ai then

llffH • WJßg + U'J/tUngW > (g, J^g) + (g,U^J¡,Ung)

= \\9\\-\\Jß9\\ + (Un9,Jp.Ung)

= \\9\\-\\Jp.9\\ + \\Un9\[-\\Jp.Ung\\

= IMI-MIMI) + ll^ll-p(||c/nS||).
So

||^g + ^^ng|| /' B*  \     P(\\g[\-S')

MIMI)        - '    V    \\g\\)'    /i(llffll)

> 1 + (1 - 8')(1 - 6')

> 2-6.

As
ll^gll ,, MIMI) _ »
Mllffll)    Mlbll)
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and
\\U*nJp.Ung[\ \\JuUn9\\  = ß(\\Un9\\)  ^^ p(||g||)

Mllffll)    -  Mllgll)       MIMI)   -MIMI)-
(¿7* being a contraction), hence by the uniform convexity of E* we have that

\\Jßg - U*nJ„Ung\[ < ep(\\g\\) < ep(\[x\\) < e.

Now to prove Theorem 1 we have just to multiply by T*T2 ■ ■ T* (which is a

contraction) to get

||T* • ■ • T^J^Tn,   ■Tix-T*-- T*JßTn ■■■T1x\\<e

for n > no(e).

COROLLARY 2. Let E be a uniformly smooth Banach space and Tn a sequence

of linear contractions on E. For v in C and J„:E* —> E any duality map (for an

equivalent norm on E* making E* uniformly smooth) the sequence

J*VT{T2 ■ ■ ■ T^JpTn  -Tix

converges in E norm for all x in E.

PROOF. Now by Theorem 1 the sequence Tj" • ■T*JllTn ■ ■ Tix is a Cauchy

sequence in E* for the initial norm || H^.

By P. Enflo's result (see [4]) there exists an equivalent norm ||| [\\e- on E* making

E* uniformly smooth. So for any v G C there exists a duality map J*: En, ,,. —►

¿?IH |||E which is uniformly continuous on the bounded sets of E*. The norm ||| \\\e'

being equivalent to the norm || [\e-, the norm || |||ß it induces on E is also

equivalent to || \\e-

Hence if the sequence xn is a Cauchy sequence for || \\e- it is also a Cauchy

sequence for || HIß*. By the continuity of J* the sequence J¿xn is then a Cauchy

sequence in J3||| |||E and so a Cauchy sequence for E\\ \\E. This implies that the

sequence (J*xn) converges in E for the norm || \\e-

REMARK. After the first version of this paper was completed we obtained in [3]

the pointwise convergence in LLogL for nonpositive L1-L°° contractions.
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